
Study Sheet for Test on 6/28/13
sick! ! thick
some! ! thumb
sink ! ! think
mouse ! mouth
pass ! ! path

tie! ! thigh
tree! ! three
tanks! ! thanks
bat ! ! bath! ! bus
breed !! breathe! breeze

closing! clothing
long! ! wrong
light! ! right
pilot! ! pirate
glass ! ! grass

cloud !! crowd
heel! ! hear! ! hill
fall! ! four
file! ! fire
towel! ! tower

award!! a word
barn! ! burn
hearts!! hurts
bud! ! bird
barn! ! burn

gull! ! girl
fast! ! first
close! ! clothes
nurse
earns

Kathy’s birthday was last Thursday.
Their house is worth about three hundred thousand dollars more than before. 
That was a truly wonderful meal. The fried rice was excellent.
That original is worth about $30,000 (thirty-thousand dollars).
Thanks for thinking of me, but my birthday is the thirtieth.

I think this will be her thirteenth birthday.
Frank and his brother are free on Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays.
He’s the only other author to write anything about those themes.
The breezes from the north make it easier to breathe.
She's usually early for her English class.

Is next Thursday better than this Thursday? / No, I'd rather do it this Thursday.
Shirley had a glass of milk at Heather's house.
I’m leaving in a little while, but I’ll call you later, maybe around eleven o’clock.
It’s not worth three thousand dollars. 
Doing the wrong thing is almost always worse than doing nothing.

Try those new clothes on after your bath.
The weather was better than on other Thursdays.
Otherwise, they'll just sit there and bother the others.
I don't think this is the weather for that leather jacket.

Thanks for thinking about my thirtieth birthday.
These roads are much smoother than those in other countries.
Sorry, but I’d rather not answer that.
I’d rather not answer that, either.
Did they go there together?

How far is the theater from here?
Where was your father born?
Are you sure it’s near the hardware store?
Ripley really likes the Italian translator.



Larry Riley really likes Lily the librarian.

I’m really sorry Laura isn’t interested.
I heard Ronald married an Australian reporter.
Congratulations! It must have been very stressful.
Her daughter Laurel wants to be an air traffic controller.
She’s tall, beautiful, intelligent, and really interesting.

I’m surprised someone so lazy was able to win the prize.
If you’re finished, I’d like to ask for some information.
It still hurts where I burnt my finger.
Turn right at Fourth Street, and the shirt store will be on the right.
Shirley walks to work every Thursday.

Lots of stars are anti-fur.
Earl is certainly a hard worker.
I’m really sorry, but, personally, I think it's worse.
This is the worst bar in the world.
How much farther is Kurt's barn?

Preston was the first person there to score a perfect score.
This book has some good stew recipes.
I wouldn't wear those shoes with that suit if I were you.
Is next Thursday better than this Thursday? / No, I'd rather do it this Thursday.
Phil fell over there, in the field near the railroad tracks.

Pardon me, but is there a library near here?
Larry is usually late for lunch, so let's order. I’ll have the rack of lamb with an olive salad.
I thought you took the other bus on Thursdays.
His father lives farther south than his mother or brother.
Have Charley pull the ladder a little to the left.

Carla lent Randy her beautiful red bicycle.
Careful – I hear there's some broken glass in the grass.
It's not worth it. That could be worse than if we had done nothing.  

Music: “Weeds” by Rupa and the April Fishes


